
CSE-433 Assignment 1 - Rule Induction

(100 points)

gla@postech

Due at class, Thursday, September 13

Welcome to CSE-433 Logic in Computer Science! In this assignment, you will practice the principle
of rule induction by proving properties of systems of inference rules.

• For this assignment, you are free to discuss proof ideas and techniques with your classmates. There
is no penalty for discussing the assignment with your classmates.

• Please write your proofs clearly and legibly.

• You can help the teaching assistants grade this assignment by typesetting your answers using LATEX.
For installing the LATEX software, please see http://www.postech.ac.kr/~gla/cs321/software.html.
For a few useful links for learning LATEX, please see http://www.postech.ac.kr/~gla/cs321/resources.html.

• You can find more examples of rule induction in the first assignment of last year
(http://pl.postech.ac.kr/~gla/lics2006/assignments.html). (You can actually find there
the solution to the first problem of this assignment!)

1 Warming up [25 points]

Consider the inference rules for the judgment s mparen and s lparen:

ε mparen Meps
s mparen

(s) mparen
Mpar s1 mparen s2 mparen

s1 s2 mparen Mseq

ε lparen
Leps

s1 lparen s2 lparen

(s1) s2 lparen
Lseq

As usual, we use ε to denote an empty string.
In this problem, you will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1.1. If s lparen, then s mparen.

To help the teaching assistants read your proof, you should strictly follow the proof format as shown
below.

Perhaps your proof should begin with something like:

Proof. By rule induction on · · ·

Then you give details of each case in the inductive proof. First state the case being attacked. For
example, the first case in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is:

Case ε lparen
Leps where s = ε:

Then each line shows a step in the proof. Each line has the following format:

conclusion justification
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This format makes it easy to read your proof because in most cases, we want to see the conclusion first,
not its justification.

Question 1. [25 pts] Give a proof of Theorem 1.1.

2 Rule induction [75 points]

Consider yet another inductive definition of strings of matched parentheses where we use a new judgment
s tparen:

ε tparen
Teps

s1 tparen s2 tparen

s1 (s2) tparen
Tseq

Question 1. [25 pts] Give a proof of the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. If s tparen and s′ tparen, then s s′ tparen.

Question 2. [10 pts] Use Lemma 2.1 to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. If s mparen, then s tparen.

Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 imply that s lparen implies s tparen. Now we wish to prove this result directly,
i.e., without using the judgment s mparen:

Theorem 2.3. If s lparen, then s tparen.

Question 3. [40 pts] Try to prove Theorem 2.3 by rule induction on s lparen. If you can complete
the proof, write it. If you need a lemma to complete the proof, state the lemma, prove it, and use it to
complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.
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